THE LICENCES

FREE CULTURAL WORKS

ATTRIBUTION
Can someone use my work to make money? ☑
Can someone change my work? ☑

ATTRIBUTION-NONCOMMERCIAL
Can someone use my work to make money? ☑
Can someone change my work? ☑

ATTRIBUTION-NONCOMMERCIAL-NODERIVS
Can someone use my work to make money? ☑
Can someone change my work? ☑

ATTRIBUTION-SHAREALIKE
Can someone use my work to make money? ☑
Can someone change my work? ☑

ATTRIBUTION-NODERIVS
Can someone use my work to make money? ☑
Can someone change my work? ☑

ATTRIBUTION-NONCOMMERCIAL-SHAREALIKE
Can someone use my work to make money? ☑
Can someone change my work? ☑

FOR TEACHERS

Learn more about free Open Education Resources wikieducator.org/New_Zealand_Schools_OER_Portal
Organise a Creative Commons workshop for teachers in your region. Contact admin@creativecommons.org.nz
Find out about using Creative Commons licences in your school at weCreate wikieducator.org/WeCreate/Home
For the New Zealand Government’s position on open access licensing, visit NZGOAL nzgoal.info/

PLACES TO FIND CREATIVE COMMONS LICENSED CONTENT
Images, music, video and more.

WORLD
Creative Commons International search.creativecommons.org/

NEW ZEALAND
Filter for Creative Commons content at search.digitalnz.org

For More Information